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TRI-AGI EMULSIFIER

  DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT

The large majority of physical / chemical pro-
cesses developed within the pharmaceutical 
industries involve the following processes:  
heating, pre-mixing, adding, emulsion and 
dispersion, as well as deaeration and cooling 
of the end product.

The TRI-AGI is the only machine capacity of 
carrying out these  operations in an optimum 
manner, without the need for intermediate 
transfers or handling, which inevitably increa-
se manufacturing and productivity costs, as 
well as cross-contamination.

2 TRI-AGI’S mounted on structure

  ADVANTAGES

The TRI-AGI offers the following advantages 
resulting from its careful designing and cons-
truction:

- No dead zones in the triple stirring system or
in the chamber

- The self-adjusting scrapers sweep the inner
surface of the working volume.

- The shaft sealing system is ensured with me-
chanical seals and friction lips, which guaran-

tee a perfect sealing, even under vacuum.

- The high-speed homogenizing turbines are
exchangeable

- Easy cleaning

- No specialized labour required

- Solids addition can be carried out through the
bottom of the chamber by vacuum.

- Simple mounting on metal structure, 4 legs or
mono-block.
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Propeller control

Melting kettle

Vacuum

Motor for counter-rotating stirring

Tri-agi temperature

Feed hopper for minor ingredients

Melting temperature

Turbine control

Process control

Blade control

Variable speed emulsifier turbine motor

TRI-AGI in mono-block execution
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multitooth starmix emulsifier

View of Triagi 125 CAD model

Model
Working 
volume 

(lts.)
Dimensions (mm)

A B C D E F G

TRI-AGI 60 60 1.050 1.525 915 610 540 280 1.415

TRI-AGI 125 125 1.105 1.650 990 660 640 330 1.590

TRI-AGI 250 250 1.330 1.840 1.110 730 800 410 1.810

TRI-AGI 500 500 1.716 2.449 1.489 960 1.030 525 2.389

TRI-AGI 1000 1.000 2.006 2.870 1.670 1.200 1.250 650 2.770

TRI-AGI 2000 2.000 2.320 3.635 2.035 1.600 1.550 835 3.535

TRI-AGI 4000 4.000 2.740 4.135 2.335 1.800 1.950 1.035 4.035

  TECHNICAL DATA

  COMPONENTS

MELTING KETTLE: Essential for the produc-
tion of emulsions.  Fitted with double jacket 
and a stirrer.

REACTOR: Equipped with double heating 
and / or cooling jacket.  With semi-spherical 
bottom.

COVER: Curved for vacuum operation.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURE: The supporting 
structure can be metal and houses the mel-
ting kettles, auxiliary equipment and con-
necting pipework.

The compact cabinet is ideal for controlling the 
manufacturing process from the machine itself.

  HIGH SPEED STIRRER

Installed in the bottom of the chamber and de-
signed to create an emulsion of the different 
phases, as well as dispersion of the solids.  

In this respect, the MULTITOOTH, STARMIX 
AND EMULSER turbines complement each 
other to treat from highly fluid to highly vis-
cous pastes.

  COUNTER-ROTATING STIRRERS

Consisting of two horizontal intertwining bla-
de stirrers, one with anchor-type support and 
the other fitted to the central shaft.  The outer 
stirrer is fitted with self-adjusting staggered 
scrapers which sweep the whole inner sur-
face of the kettle.  The speed of both stirrers 
can be regulated by means of mechanical or 
variable frequency drives.




